M1221-LHC

20 Amp, 120 Volt, Single-Pole AC Illuminated Toggle Switch, Extra Heavy Duty Specification Grade, Self Grounding, Lev-Lok Modular – CLEAR
Mating Lev-Lok Wiring Module Required for Use

Technical Information

AC Horsepower Ratings
HP Rating : 1HP-120V

Electrical Specifications
Amperage : 20 A
Dielectric Voltage : Withstands 1500V for 1 minute
Endurance : 50,000 cycles minimum
Grounding : Self-Grounding
Overload UL20 Test : 100 cycles of OL at 4.8 times rated current
Temperature Rise : Maximum 30 degrees C rise
Voltage : 120 VAC

Environmental Specifications
Operating Temperature : -40°C to 65°C

Material Specifications
Base Material : PBT
Color : Clear
Contact Material : Silver Alloy
Cover Material : Nylon
Dome : Nylon
Ground Clips : Brass

Strap Material : Galvanized Steel
Toggle : Polycarbonate

Mechanical Specifications
Device Type : Toggle Switch
Feature : Illuminated - Load OFF
Function : Single-Pole
Grade : Extra Heavy-Duty Industrial Specification Grade

Standards and Certifications
ANSI : C-73
NEMA : WD-1 & WD-6
NOM : 057
RoHS : Compliant
Warranty : 10-Year Limited
cULus : File # E7458

Patents*

CA2655707
CA2667092
US7357652
US7666010
US8096818

*This list is provided for patent marking purposes only. A good faith effort is made to maintain the accuracy and completeness of this list. No legal inference should be drawn from the omission of a patent from this list.
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